Edward Jones Electronic Signature Disclosure and Consent

This Electronic Signature Disclosure and Consent ("Consent") sets forth the terms and conditions governing my consent to sign documents electronically through, and my use of, the Edward D. Jones & Co., L.P. (Edward Jones) Electronic Signature System (System).

I may decline to electronically sign any document by clicking "Decline" instead of signing. I acknowledge that declining may slow the speed at which Edward Jones can complete transactions with me and potentially delay the delivery of services to me.

**Required Hardware and Software**

Operating Systems: Windows® 7 or above, Mac OS® X or above, iOS 9.0 or above, Android 6.1 or above

Browsers: Final release versions of Internet Explorer® 11.0 or edge 10.0 or above; Mozilla Firefox® 48.0 or above; Safari® 5.0 or above (Mac or iOS only), Google Chrome® v53 or above

By using the System, I confirm that I have the required hardware and software to use the System, including viewing, downloading, printing and electronically receiving such documents.

At any time, I may contact my Edward Jones Financial Advisor and request a paper copy of any document signed electronically through the System, at no cost.

**Effect of My Consent**

By agreeing to this Consent, I understand that (i) electronically signing and submitting any document(s) to Edward Jones legally binds me in the same manner as if I had signed in a non-electronic form, and (ii) the electronically stored copy of my signature, any written instruction or authorization and any other document provided to me by Edward Jones, is considered to be the true, accurate and complete record, legally enforceable in any proceeding to the same extent as if such documents were originally generated and maintained in printed form. I agree not to contest the admissibility or enforceability of Edward Jones' electronically stored copy of this Consent and any other documents.

By using the System to electronically sign and submit any document, I agree to the terms and conditions of this Consent.